Daily Poker Promotions

Hold’em High Hand from 1am-9am
Up to $250 given away hourly

Hold’em Progressive Board
Sunday-Thursday 11am-8pm

Omaha Progressive Board 24/7

$2/HR in Comps 24/7

Bad Beat Jackpots 24/7
HOLD’EM HIGH HAND | EVERY DAY: 1AM-9AM
Players will compete to get the highest ranking hand for the hour starting at 1am every morning. Players will get a chance to win High Hand of the hour at 2am to 9am. No player will be awarded for a high hand at 1am as that is when we will start recording high hands for the 2am payout. In the event a player has an eligible high hand but their game breaks, the player will remain eligible under two conditions: the player joins another game as an active player, or the player is placed on waiting lists and remains in the room. Player is eligible for one prize per hour, in the event a player has multiple high hands, only the highest ranked hand will be considered for a prize.

2am 1st place gets $50 in chips, 2nd place gets $50 in chips.
3am 1st place gets $50 in chips, 2nd place gets $50 in chips.
4am 1st place gets $100 in chips, 2nd place gets $50 in chips.
5am 1st place gets $100 in chips, 2nd place gets $100 in chips.
6am 1st place gets $150 in chips, 2nd place gets $100 in chips.
7am 1st place gets $100 in chips, 2nd place gets $100 in chips.
8am 1st place gets $100 in chips, 2nd place gets $50 in chips.
9am 1st place gets $50 in chips, 2nd place gets $50 in chips.

When a player gets a High Hand, the dealer will call this hand out to the poker supervisor, who will document the high hand on the HH board. Whenever a hand gets beat for the hour, any high hand below will drop down on the list. Any HH below second place will be completely removed from the board. Only the top two hands of the hour will be kept track of, the rest will not be documented. In the event that a player with the first place or second place HH for the hour leaves, the money will be forfeited. Players must be present to win.

HOLD’EM PROGRESSIVE BOARD | SUN-THURS: 11AM-8PM
The progressive board will have 21 hands, quads of each card rank (13), straight flush for each suit (4) and Royal flush for each suit (4). Each spot on the board will be seeded at $100 on the first day of the promotion. Once a spot is hit, it cannot be hit again until the next day of the promotion. Hold’em board reseeds at 11am Sunday through Thursday. All prizes of the spots that were not hit will carry on to the next day and will increase by $20. All spots hit on the previous day will reseed at $100.

Only Hold’em qualifies for this progressive board. Players must use two cards in their hand to qualify.

OMAHA PROGRESSIVE BOARD | EVERY DAY: 24/7
The progressive board will have 8 qualifying hands, Flopped - Red Royal, Black Royal, Red Straight Flush and Black Straight Flush and Post Flopped - Red Royal, Black Royal, Red Straight Flush and Black Straight Flush. Each spot on the board will be seeded at $40 on the first day of the promotion. Once a spot is hit, it cannot be hit again until the next day of the promotion. Omaha board reseeds at 8am every day. All prizes that were not hit will carry on to the next day and will increase by $40. All spots hit on the previous day will be reseeded at $40.

All Flopped prizes must use three cards from the flop and two cards from the player’s hand. All Post Flopped prizes must use three cards from the five community cards (containing at least one of the turn or river cards) and two from the player’s hand. Players can only win one prize per hand. If two prizes are hit, the higher prize will be awarded.

Only Omaha games 4-20 or higher will qualify for this progressive board. In Omaha, players must use two cards in their hand plus three cards from the community cards (Board) to make a five card hand.

EARN $2/HR IN COMPS | 24/7 ON LIVE POKER GAMES
Table sign-in required.

BAD BEAT JACKPOTS | 24/7
See Bad Beat Jackpot flyer for details.

All guests of Running Aces are eligible to participate in these promotions. Aces Rewards membership required and membership is free. If a pot minimum of $15 is not met, promos will only pay out at 50% of advertised value. Running Aces reserves the right to cancel or modify these promotions without prior notice. Running Aces Supports responsible gaming. www.RunAces.com